
The Global Birth Chart for the Jupiter-Pluto Conjunction on April 5
Date – April 5, Time – 2.46 am GMT, Place – London

Here are some of the most significant facets of this Global Birth Chart for the coming April 5 Jupiter-
Pluto Conjunction in Capricorn. This Conjunction will unfold the whole year and will have two more conjunctions
end June and November 12. So there will be three unfolding stages of its impacts and repercussions – April 5
to end June; beginning July to November 12; and November 12 to December 21.      As always when one studies 
this type of cosmic (ha ha) information one needs to apply both ones intelligence and intuition – the Intuition 
synthesises and ‘grasps’ what the intellect cannot. What lies behind objective exoteric life – the inner ‘esoteric’ 
Life – reveals the (hidden) divine Purpose, and it requires the Intelligence and Intuition to Perceive this. And then 
to Trust this Revelation (and not to be bothered if people think you are crazy – as the saying goes ‘Blessed are the 
cracked for they let in the Light’, and these dire days if you are not cracked you are in deep trouble). 

We would also like to emphasise that we are working with the science of the Soul and Soul-based 
astrology (which has its foundation in the Arcane Teachings of the Tibetan Master DK and in this case ‘Esoteric 
Astrology’) and this is very different to traditional astrology and even overall-based spiritual astrology. For 
example the vast majority of astrologers do not take into consideration the Knowledge of the Soul (‘Who and 
What’ is the Soul in Reality) and the Knowledge of the Christ/World Avatar and His coming Appearance to 
inaugurate the new Age of Aquarius. In fact many astrologers do not even ‘believe’ in the Christ or the 
Superhuman (Inner Government) Kingdom of the Planet. In this sense ‘esoteric’ astrology and the science of the 
Soul differs greatly from normal astrology. From the very beginning of my (Errol) study of astrology (45 years 
ago) I made the decision to go to the core of this science and it was only when I began to study the book ‘Esoteric 
Astrology’ that I knew I had discovered this core.   

Soul-based (esoteric) astrology is a science. In fact it is called in the Esoteric Teachings the ‘royal 
science’ and the oldest of the sciences. It functions throughout the Universe and not simply on this small planet. 
One of the most important facets of this science when it comes to Birth Charts (of humans, nations or events) is 
the Ascendant or Rising Sign (or zodiacal Sign ‘rising’ on the Eastern horizon of the Earth at the time of ‘birth’ - 
or the date/time/place of ‘birth’). Esoteric astrology has a very different interpretation for the Rising Sign than 
traditional astrology. The Tibetan Master DK (who is said to be the Master Astrologer of our Planetary System) 
says that the Rising Sign (which Starts Off the Birth Chart - ‘What Comes First is First’) is the central  
indicator or Revelation of the actual Purpose of the Individual/Nation/Event. In other words, from the point of 
view of the Transpersonal Soul (the Silent Watcher), the Rising Sign reveals the actual (higher) Purpose of any 
Event, as with the Jupiter-Pluto Conjunction in Capricorn. When one plots a Birth Chart for the Planet/Humanity 
as a whole one has to use GMT (Greenwich Mean Time or London as the Location of Birth). The Birth Chart I 
plotted for the January 12 Sun>Saturn>Pluto>Mercury conjunction has proved to be right on. Of course one 
also has to interpret the Chart from the perspective of the Soul (Collective/National/Individual) and not from the 
perspective of the personality, and most astrologers do not realise the difference, and there is a huge difference, for
the Soul/Cause/Overall Purpose is very different to the personality/effect/expression. 

In the January conjunction Capricorn was the Sun sign (= personality/ego) which was coming under the
destructive meltdown of Pluto (Sun-Saturn conjunct Pluto). In the April 5 Jupiter-Pluto conjunction Capricorn
is the Rising Sign (higher Soul Purpose), which makes a huge difference to the Birth Chart of this conjunction 
(Traditional and other astrologers often do not recognise this huge difference and would interpret Capricorn is the 
same way re the Sun sign and Rising Sign, failing as such to realise that the Soul of Capricorn and the ego of 
Capricorn are not the same, in just the same way that the Human Soul and human ego are not the same).         

‘The Unexamined Life is not worth living’ - Socrates
‘Blessed are the Meek [strong and wise in Heart-Mind) for they shall inherit the Earth’ - the Christ 
‘The Times-they-are-a-Changing’ - Bob Dylan

* Rising Sign: Capricorn (Normal Midheaven/MC/Highest Point/Mountain Peak of the Zodiac).
Spiritual Keynote: ‘Lost Am I in Light Supernal yet on that Light I turn my back’ 
Lower ego keynote: ‘Let ambition rule and yet the door stands wide’
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Ruling Planet: Saturn (Sub-ruling planet - Mercury)
As we have shared above the Rising Sign of the Birth Chart is the central revelation of the higher 
Life/Spiritual Purpose of the Event (be it of a human/nation/event). This Capricorn Rising Sign once again 
indicates that humanity has reached the relative ‘mountain peak’ of its cyclic evolution, in terms of the end of the 
Age of Pisces, and that, as such, it cannot go any further along the same line of evolution. Thus all 
is dissolving and collapsing that is of the old, outdated, completed and corrupted, and the present>future global 
pandemic in all its varied manifestations is connected to this ‘death’ process. This for the human race, nations, 
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governments, religions, society as a whole, politics, economics, etc, and all humans, no matter who. The only Way
to pass through this great ‘death-rebirth transition cycle’ is to be a part of the new present>future and let go the 
completed past.   

The higher Soul Keynote indicates the same – humanity (everyone, personally, and nations, etc) has 
reached their relative Mountain Peak of attainment – their so-called relative Light Supernal (and this of course 
differs for everyone depending upon their state of consciousness and attainment) and, as such, must ‘turn their 
back’ on any further evolutionary advancement and ‘come down the mountain into the valleys to serve their fellow
humanity’ (in whatever way possible). The pandemic crisis is sure forcing people to do just this for now ‘We are 
all Alone - and yet Together’ - as One Global Family and Community. Pandemic viruses and global economic 
collapses do not recognise borders and humanity is forced to recognise that we Live on One Planet and are One 
Human Family/Community (The Trump Administration and certain other Governments [UK/Israel/Saudi 
Arabia/Brazil/Etc] are refusing to recognise this fact and they and their nations are going to pay a deadly price for 
going against divine Purpose. They already are, as we can see from the situation in the US/UK/Israel – it is said 
that about 70% of the Israeli population has the virus, and it is spreading like wildfire across the US/UK and of 
course Italy/Spain/France/Germany/Etc). In other words the only safeguard for the present>future pandemic 
meltdown and collapse of the old Pisces Age order is to Serve the Greater Good of Humanity and the Planet  
Those nations, governments, people, religions, etc who do not understand and do this are ‘out of alignment with 
divine (God’s) Purpose’ and will suffer the natural consequences.    

In the January Conjunction birth chart and this Jupiter-Pluto birth chart the North Soul Node 
(higher life vocational/dharma) is in Cancer, the sign governing ‘mass’ consciousness and humanity as a whole,
indicating that we have to ‘put our ego-based selfish [personal/national/racial/religious] interests aside’ and Serve 
our fellow humanity in whatever way we can. This of course includes those humans who are nearest to us, as they 
are our localised humanity. And it also includes the recognition that we/humanity Live on One Planet and are 
One Interconnected Human Family/Community. This in turn includes the ending of all conflicts and wars 
(political/economic/military/etc) between the nations. Once again those nations that do not live up to this divine 
Purpose will pay a deadly price, for this is the time when God Will No Longer Be Mocked (although God cannot
be mocked – if God could be mocked He/She would not be a God/Goddess. Also God/the Logos of our Planet, 
does not get angry or revengeful or upset – humans project these ego traits on to God, but God is beyond all 
human traits. Those people/nations who go against God’s Will/Purpose are not punished by God – by going 
against this Will they automatically pay the price).        

The lower ego keynote says ‘If, in this case, material selfish ambition still rules, the door (to enter the 
New Age of Aquarius) will be closed’. Thus the Master DK’s statement that ‘One-Third of humanity will be held 
back’ (and not be allowed to pass through the door into the New Era). Say no more (To clarify – the Tibetan 
Master DK is the ‘executive’ Master of the Inner Spiritual Government of the Earth. This Inner Government meets
four times a year in Shamballa (the crown Centre of our Planet), at the time of the Equinoxes and Solstices, and 
also once every 25 years in Shamballa. The next major Shamballa Council will be in 2025. At these Councils this
Inner Government shares how best to unfold the divine Plan for humanity. Once these Plans are formulated they 
are given over to the Master DK to communicate to human agencies (Alice Bailey, via the Arcane Teachings for 
the New Age, was the last such agency. Other agencies are also communicated through via one or other means – 
the written or verbal word, IT, etc). At certain times these Superhuman Agencies (which include the Angelic 
Kingdom) interfere in human evolution, to intensify and accelerate human evolution. As with the present>future. 
When DK says that ‘One-third of humanity will be held back’ it is because the Shamballa Council has made this 
decision. This might sound cruel but the destructive nature of the human ego and psychopathic national leaders 
and their ongoing bloody wars [etc, etc] will no longer be tolerated. These people have been given enough 
warnings and have failed to learn the required lessons, and so, for them, the ‘door into the new Age has been 
closed’ and they will be held back for 1,000 years and transferred to other systems during this time (Thus the 
statement in the New Testament that ‘Lucifer will be banished for 1,000 years’ as Lucifer represents these selfish 
material forces). Time for these murderous psychopaths to learn Who Holds the Real Power in our planeary 
System (‘All Power comes from Above’ - the Christ). This also applies to all ordinary people who choose a selfish
material/ego life and care naught for the greater good of humanity and this Planet. ‘Humanity has entered the 
Wilderness Experience and in the Wilderness ...all must now Choose Who he/she Serves’ (or, as Bob Dylan once 
sang, ‘No matter who you are you are going to have to Serve Somebody – either the Lord or the Devil’).  

* Saturn is the ruler of Capricorn. The ruling planet informs us more directly ‘how’ this Capricorn energy will 
purposefully manifest itself. Saturn has just entered the 11th sign Aquarius (on March 23)
which is connected to the intelligent, well planned, well-organised, practical (Saturn) service of the new humanity 
(Aquarius), and is very much attuned to the keynote ‘Alone (= Saturn) but Together - As One National and 
Global Family’ (= Aquarius). This is the keynote of the lockdowns around the world and thus too the Wilderness
Experience  – of Human Beings being in lockdown (Alone) but also Together – as One Interconnected Supportive 
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Service-Oriented Global Family (The April 4/5 Global Meditation aimed at getting millions of people to 
meditate at the time of the Jupiter-Pluto conjunction is a great attuned example of this. We sent this link to all of
you).   

Saturn and Mars will be in conjunction in Aquarius at this time. What is fascinating about this is that 
Saturn governs the Rising Sign Capricorn while Mars governs the Sun sign of the chart, Aries (Notice the 
two colours – very different).  This means that the Soul (Capricorn Rising) and Personality (Aries Sun sign) are
in fact in co-operative co-creative integration, which is a very positive sign. Also that the Wise Powerful 
Superhuman Forces (Capricorn) and the human pioneering forces (Aries) – conjunct/working together in the 
sign of Aquarius, are now coming into alignment. People of all ages – older wiser generation (Saturn) and 
younger passionate pioneering revolutionary generations (Mars) will be working together to co-create the ‘seeds’ 
of the new One Spirit/God - One World - One Humanity (Keynote of Aquarius).  The pandemic crisis and the 
Wilderness Experience (ongoing lockdowns and their consequences and tough lessons) will bring this about, be it 
via forced means. In this regard the Capricorn/Saturn keynotes should be remembered and adhered to: 
‘Discipline is Freedom’ and ‘Patience-Perseverance-Persistance’. And the same with Aries/Mars: ‘Courageous 
one-pointed pioneering action that serves the new present-future and the greater good and freedom of Humanity 
and the Earth’. Both go together, be it that they are very different (In normal circumstances these two signs are in 
‘90-degree square’ or conflict, but in the above regard they are now functioning together. Be aware as these two 
different interconnected forces occur in one way or another in your lives, and in the life of your nation and 
humanity).

Also in the Birth Chart Saturn-Mars are in Aquarius (an ‘air’ element sign) and they will be in 
positive-flowing (‘120-trine’ aspect) to Venus in Gemini (another ‘air’ sign). This indicates that older and 
younger generations/people (Saturn and Mars) and men and women (Mars and Venus) will be in attunement in 
bringing into ‘seed’ manifestation the new Age of Aquarius – re the lesson of the global crisis – One Spirit – One 
Planet – One Humanity. This might be happening behind the scenes (as re the Global Meditation and other 
spiritual educational-communication-linking energy), but it will be Happening. It is the higher Purpose of the 
Jupiter-Pluto Conjunction, and the Pandemic and the Wilderness Experience/Lockdowns. It might be that this 
radical crisis, heavy restriction (and forced self-discipline) and resultant suffering will force this huge 
transformation  but this is the Purpose of the whole divine Drama. ‘Air’ governs the mental planes, the mind, 
mind-to-mind communication, IT (which is actually mind-to-mind communication), so this ‘communication’ will 
be the medium through which the above process occurs. As the Master DK said (re the Wilderness Experience) 
‘....thus will humanity enter the evolution of Mind’. Aquarius is an ‘air’ sign connected to 
Mind/Mental>Knowledge Evolution. At this stage humans think that IT is ‘knowledge’ but this is only material-
based knowledge, and not greater Life-Based and Spiritual-Based Knowledge. Humanity is now being forced to 
integrate these two facets of interconnected Knowledge-knowledge, and not to simply focus upon mind-
knowledge. In this connection humans will discover that Alignment to and Partnership with the Higher [Immortal 
All-Knowing] Collective Self is the essence of this higher Knowledge. As the lockdowns continue to occur (the 
virus is not going away – it has Purpose) and the human ego becomes more and more distraught this Vertical 
Relationship>Partnership will become the only Saving Grace. When the Christ says ‘I Am the Saving Grace’ it 
means two interconnected things: The higher Christ Self/Soul is the Saving Grace for the individual 
(partnership/family). And the Planetary Christ (the head-heart of the Superhuman Kingdom of the Earth) is 
the Saving Grace for humanity. Real LOVE and WISDOM and PEACE and GOODWILL and SERVICE are 
the qualities of the Christ and Christ Consciousness (The colour Blue is the hue of Christ Consciousness). The 
old man-made religions (of the outgoing Pisces Age) will have to learn that this is the true meaning of LOVE (the 
unifying Force of all creation) and that LOVE comes before all religious ideologies and beliefs (We have seen in 
our local area religious Jews, in their fear of the present situation, putting on their religious gear and praying to 
their god, (and the same situation with Christians/Muslims/etc) as if this can protect them from what is happening.
LOVE (as indicated above) is what can help them and everyone and not retreating back to old outdated ideologies 
and beliefs, that have in fact caused many of the religious-based wars of the past and present. The New One World
Religion is based upon this deeper understanding of LOVE and LIGHT/Higher Intelligence).         

* The Jupiter-Pluto Conjunction is in the 1st ‘house’ of the Birth Chart. The 1st ‘house’ is the central focus 
and purpose of the whole chart/event. Both planets are moving through Capricorn and Jupiter (a much faster-
moving planet than Pluto) is now coming up to meet/conjunct Pluto (in 25-degrees Capricorn, just in case anyone 
has placements in this degree in their birth charts. After this conjunction Jupiter moves on and reaches 27-degrees 
Capricorn before it goes ‘retrograde’. Only on December 21 do Jupiter and Saturn made exact conjunction in 
Aquarius. See more on this important conjunction later on). What does it mean when Jupiter/Zeus (sacred 
planet/governed by Ray 2 of Love-Wisdom/the planet of Christ Consciousness) comes into conjunction with 
Pluto (the Lord of the Underworld/the Shadow)? It means that the Forces of Light>Love are about to make their
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Presence felt far more directly – both in terms of the Soul (for individuals/couples/networks) and the collective 
Soul of humanity, and in terms of the (Planetary) Christ and the Angels making Their Presence felt. This might 
even include a number of the Masters of the Wisdom making Their Presence felt in some way or other. In other 
words the Forces of Light are about to come more directly into relationship with the Forces of Darkness/Shadow 
(Pluto) and the Global Battle is about to intensify as a result. Be aware of this and let people know about it. It is 
very important because the influences of this conjunction are going to manifest throughout 2020 as Jupiter-Pluto 
make three conjunctions this year, and therefore have three unfolding manifestations (April 5>>>beginning 
July>>>>November 12, unfolding through to December 21). 

As Jupiter and Pluto come into conjunction (April 4/5) certain events will occur (inner and outer) that 
will reveal what these manifestations are and are going to be throughout 2020. Some of these events 
(inner/dreams/intuitions/etc and outer/in society/nations/planet) might take people completely by surprise, and 
some might even be mystical and apoca-lyptic (= New Revelation). We might refer to these coming events as the 
‘quickening’ - in terms of the coming Appearance of the World Avatar. Be Awake. Be Intuitive. Try and recognise 
these events, within ones own life and in the life of the nation and humanity, for they will reveal what is unfolding
throughout this year. The forces of Darkness (= selfish materialism) will naturally try and hold on to their material
power, and bring their plan to bear to control humanity and global resources (as many people are now aware of), 
and they will try and use the pandemic and lockdowns to do this, but they themselves are in Catch 22 – if they 
stop the necessary lockdowns the virus will quickly spread here-there-everywhere and the global economy will go
into massive meltdown; if they keep the lockdowns the same will happen. And while this is occurring the Light 
Forces will start their more direct ‘externalisation’ which is part of the divine Plan for the coming Appearance of 
the Christ. Also the higher Selves (Solar Angels) of humans will start to make more direct contact with their 
human selves and provide guidance and protection, and counteract the plan of the dark Forces. Watch for strange 
and mysterious events in this regard, personally and globally (In this regard the Jupiter-Pluto and Saturn-Mars 
conjunctions are interconnected, so study them both to get this bigger picture).        

* Neptune-Mercury in Conjunction in Pisces in the 2nd ‘House’
Our revels are now ended. These, our actors,

As I foretold you, were all spirits and 
Are melted into air, into thin air.

And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,
The cloud-capp’d towers, the gorgeous palaces,

The solemn temples, the great globe itself ---
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,
Leave not a rack behind. We are such stuff
As dreams are made of, and our little life

Is rounded with a sleep.
(Shakespeare - The Tempest; a most poetic wise apt quote for the present times )

As we shared earlier Mercury is the sub-ruling planet in terms of the Rising Sign (This is because the 
conjunction is in 25-degrees Capricorn, bringing in the sub-influence of Virgo, the 3rd earth sign after Capricorn 
[Capricorn>Taurus>Virgo], and Mercury rules Virgo). So this placement of Mercury is very significant in terms 
of the higher Purpose of this conjunction, and Mercury & Neptune are in conjunction in Pisces in the 2nd 
‘house’. This ‘house/sphere of human life’ is connected to ‘values’ as a whole, material values, and thus to all 
issues related to money and finances, work>employment, possessions, the whole economy and thus too Stock 
Exchanges, Banks, etc). Neptune-Mercury conjunction in Pisces equals a complete ‘out-of-control’ breakdown, 
dissolution and collapse of the old economic system, with its old corrupted greed-ridden values and ‘way of life’. 
This out of control economic collapse will literally occur as this conjunction impacts and over 2020. This is a vital
facet of this conjunction chart re the sub-influence of Mercury. Pisces is the final sign of the zodiac (and thus too 
the Age of Pisces), and Neptune rules Pisces, and Neptune IS the planet of dissolution and collapse of that which
is old and outdated and corrupted. Our modern-day economic system is totally corrupted, as can be clearly seen by
what has happened in the US (which controls this system via the Federal Reserve and the $ as the world exchange 
currency). The FR and Trump Administration and US Congress has just given Wall Street (= the Corporations and 
the 10%) and the Banks $4.2 trillion, while giving US citizens $1,200 – this during a time when it two weeks 10 
million US citizens have lost their jobs and become unemployed. This is a greater employment loss than in the 
1929 great depression. This (one-off $1,200) is beyond a total disgrace, and only goes to show that the US and the 
present US/Global economic system is totally corrupted, and will now collapse into total chaos, no matter how the
FR tries to stop this total meltdown. The printing of all these trillions of $’s has devalued the $ and it will soon 
collapse as the world exchange currency. This will also cause massive inflation, which means prices going up for 
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all goods (including food/etc), which will hit the poor and middle classes and unemployed (and not the rich). In a 
few weeks the US unemployment will rise to -+ 30 million and once people cannot pay for their 
rent/food/cars/insurance/etc there will be revolution in the US (and other countries). The moment the lockdowns 
end the peoples-revolutions will begin for people who are starving have nothing to lose. And if the lockdowns 
continue the economic system will also collapse so Catch 22).     

Neptune is also the planet associated with deception and self-deception, and the ‘communication’ 
(Mercury) of such deception. The US economy is already bankrupt. US national debt is around $23 trillion. The 
same catastrophic national (and consumer and corporate debt exists in all the major economies and not just in 
countries like S Africa, etc). The printing of trillions of $’s and Euro’s by Central Banks to ‘save’ their economies 
is a form of grand self-deception and high-scale corruption, and a perfect example of just how totally corrupt our 
present market-force economic system is.  Once this peoples-revolution begins Trump will be hung out to dry. He 
will go down as the worst President in US history, but many other corrupt national leaders will go down too. The 
old systems are finished and belong to the bygone past. Pisces energy is being rapidly withdrawn by the Spirit of 
Pisces and as this occurs all that was part of this corrupted system collapses. When Mercury (perception, 
thinking, emotion, decision-making, commercial considerations) conjuncts Neptune (confusion, lack of any 
clarify, dissolution, collapse, chaos) there can only be one conclusion – all goes down the drain; unemployment 
goes haywire, hundreds of millions of businesses collapse everywhere, payment for 
rent/mortgages/cars/insurance/etc/etc cannot be paid by tens of millions of people working in industries that have 
had to close (due to the lockdowns, etc). Many of these people have family and friends in the police and armed 
forces, who are not going to be at all happy at this situation.  
This of course is also a globally-corrupt phenomena. Authentic Democratic Socialism (= a system of relative 
economic equality for all citizens) is the only hope, and even the media are now seeing that Bernie Sanders is 
right in his political policies (Bernie has been pilloried by the media, and cheated and illegally replaced by Joe 
Biden, a crook and knave who is as bad as Trump. The US is about to fall apart and undergo its second national 
revolution. The coronavirus is already hitting the US more than any other country, including China. Millions will 
soon have the virus and many will ‘pass on’. Trump is a war-criminal, against his own nation, which is the US 
‘reaping what it has sown’ by warring illegally against so many other nations. Fascinating that at this time Bob 
Dylan has brought out his song ‘Murder Most Foul’, about the assassination of John Kennedy, which is 
awakening Americans to their ‘most foul shadow’).            

 Mercury was of course also in the Saturn-Pluto conjunction in January. Mercury is called the 
Messenger of the Gods, so the Gods are sending a clear Message – the old corrupted unjust economic system is 
finished and dead. It cannot be saved, and all deceptive self-deceptive attempts to do so are futile. The old forces 
trying to save this system cannot be blamed for trying to save it – it is all they know and of course its collapse 
terrifies them as they thought they could control the whole system, even in times of huge crisis, but they did not 
plan for a virus pandemic. The coronavirus carries Purpose. It cannot be ‘fought’ as in a normal war. It is far too 
potent and clever and can strike whenever and wherever and whoever. It has not been sent by man – it has been 
sent by the Gods. Go to UTube ‘Ralph Smart ‘ - a jolly fun-filled wise Brit who shares some fine wisdom about 
the present times, which co-insides with this conjunction).

The Religious Equation
The Mars-Saturn conjunction in Aquarius is simultaneously ‘seeding’ the new incoming Aquarian 

economy. Keynote: ‘Live Simply and Ecologically and Elegantly – so that Others might simply Live’. Humanity 
will now have to learn to do this, which includes accepting this new system. People and Governments and 
economists (etc) who try to hold on to the old corrupted system will find it dissolving and collapsing around them,
and all attempts to save it are doomed. Apoca-lypse - New Revelation is here, including the Apocalypse of the 
New Economics and Way of Just Balanced Living. Best to accept this with Joy and a spirit of Courageous 
Adventure. The Prophesies of the Christ, the World Avatar, are now Coming to Pass. Sine JUPITER is the planet 
of the Christ, and Jupiter is now coming to meet Pluto, the Forces of deception and darkness (Pluto) are about to 
meet their match. And learn, to their dismay, that God is not Mocked. And this by the way includes the old 
religions as Jupiter and Neptune both govern religion. The followers of these religions, especially the three 
‘religions of the book’, are arrogant to the extreme, presuming they know God (they have no idea who God really 
is), and also presuming that the coming Messiah/Avatar is coming to ‘save’ them and their religion (and God help 
the other religions). The World Avatar is not coming to ‘save’ them – He is coming to ‘save>serve’ All Humanity. 
The PM of Israel, Netanyahu, consistently refers to the Jews/Israeli’s as God’s Chosen People, and says God will 
protect Israel.  And this while Israel kills tens of thousands of Palestinians, including women and children, as if 
these people are not humans, and not also God’s creation. If this is the case how come the God of the Jews did not 
protect them over the centuries, or now, with coronavirus? Ignorance and arrogance to the extreme. But the 
Christians  and Muslims are the same – stuck in outdated arrogant religions they make ignorant claims about their 
specialness in God’s Eyes. The old man-made religions are for children and not for free-thinking responsible 
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adults. The new Aquarian Age religion is God-Made and will unite all humanity. This Jupiter-Pluto conjunction 
is also signalling the collapse of the old exclusive religions and the birth of the new One World One Humanity 
religion. THINGS are about to speed up in a way far beyond human imagination, and many huge surprises are 
about to hit humanity. People – Get Ready (Good song).  

The North and South Moon Nodes: 
Although the South and North Moon Nodes are still in Capricorn-Cancer the South Node (history/the 

past/the past 2,000 years>Pisces Age) in this conjunction is in the 12th ‘house’, the ‘house/sphere’ of Pisces = 
final dissolution and collapse of the old order. The North Node (higher soul-vocation work for the present time) 
is in the 6th ‘house’ = day to day active creative service and health and purification and healing. Just what humans 
are being forced to do while in lockdown. The attitude in this regard should be – great to purify and be healthy, 
and to be creative (in small daily ways re the lockdown) AND SERVE OTHERS TO THE BEST OF ONES 
CREATIVE ABILITY. In the beginning of July the 
Nodes will move into Sagittarius (South Node) and Gemini (North Node) – and switch into the two signs 
governing education-knowledge-understanding-communication. This will especially be focused in the spiritual
educational realm including re meditation/dreams/guidance/etc (Sagittarius), and communicated via IT to 
humanity (Gemini). Interesting that the North Node will be in the 12th ‘house’ and this might mean that many 
people will start receiving information on past lives (re meditation/dreams) and also on facets of the divine Plan 
for humanity re the present-future. 

The Moon in Virgo:
This is a very interesting chart in that all the placements (outside of the Moon and South Node = ruling 

history/the past) are in the lower hemisphere, connected to the self and to self-awareness, self-healing and self-
evolution and transformation.  In other words humanity (and all its units) are being forced to deal with 
itself/themselves, and no longer (for a time) with the larger outside world (of normal functioning 
politics/economics/business/education/the arts/sports/etc/etc). The normal traditional functioning of humanity and
the nations and humans has come to a close, for now (with the pandemic, etc) - all is in a ‘very different world’. 
Humanity is facing itself, as are the nations, as are all humans, be they individuals, partnerships/marriages, 
families, etc. Apparently many marriages/partnerships are falling apart (divorce proceedings have increased 50% 
in the US since the lockdowns. Partnerships and families are being put under huge pressure, as they ‘face 
themselves’, which many people are not used to as before this lockdown time they ran hither and thither 
(work/travel/social events/sports/etc) and did not relate to one another as real human beings. Now they are forced 
to do this, and many conflicts arise. There is nothing wrong with such conflicts – what is wrong is when people 
run away from this vital human transformation issue, which cannot be escaped because ‘where can one escape 
from human relationships’?     

This, by the way, brings us on to the issue of the 1st initiation (ruled by Leo-Virgo as we explained in past
articles, and their connection to the January conjunction). The Moon is in Virgo in the 8th ‘house’ meaning that 
attempts to ‘control’ this pandemic situation (= the Moon and Virgo are both connected to ‘control’) are futile. The
normal instinctive re-active fear-ridden control mechanisms (Moon in Virgo) of humans/governments/economic 
powers/secret services/etc are going to prove futile, for this is a collective and enforced (by the superhuman 
kingdom) ending/death of the Age of Pisces. The 8th ‘house’ is governed by Scorpio (8th sign), connected to 
‘death>transformation’ of the ego. And Mercury, which governs Virgo, is conjunct Neptune in Pisces, and thus 
the total dissolution and collapse (= death) of the old order are on the cards. These old powerful controlling forces 
are in great fear and distress as they no longer know what is happening and how to control things. As Madonna 
says ‘The virus is an equaliser’ (No one can escape it, no matter who. Madonna was attacked for her statement 
but she is right on). Huge numbers of humanity are in the process of ‘preparing for and taking’ the 1st initiation. 
First comes ‘self-purification’ (occurring via the virus) which produces far more ‘self-awareness’, and this is then 
followed by the first stage of major initiation, the so-called Second Birth, or the first major stage of Self/Soul 
Awareness and Realisation. Thus the Delphi Oracle - ‘Man/Woman – Know Thyself’. And also ‘All Things in 
Moderation’, part of the new economics, and way of living. This = Virgo, not controlling others or life, but 
controlling and disciplining ones own daily life.  The coronavirus and lockdowns are forcing this about.

* The Taurus IC/4th House Cusp: Governing the home-family situation. Ruled by Venus, the female planet. 
Indeed women as a whole (mothers/wives/partners) are rulers of the ‘home-family’ situation, and women 
(mothers/wives/partners/etc) are the ones who will bring order, organisation, creativity, healing, caring, nurturing, 
sharing, grounding into this whole area. Everyone will now learn about the great creative healing capacities of 
women, and ‘why’ the home sphere is so important, which, under normal traditional circumstances, is relegated to 
a far second place in our corrupted male-dominated societies  Time for women to take over things, and teach the 
men (and sons) how to take responsibility in the home-family situation.
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* The Scorpio Midheaven: Higher Goal of this Conjunction. Rulers Mars and Pluto. The supreme all-
encompassing radical transformation of politics/economics/business/nations/societies/human race/humans. The 
end of one old order in this regard. Ruler: Pluto-conjunct Jupiter in Capricorn – saying the same thing. Mars –
conjunct Saturn – beginning of ‘seeding’ of new national/social/world political-economic order in the above 
regard. As can be seen these two rulers of Scorpio are in the two major conjunctions in this chart, which only goes
to show that the old order is being destroyed (Pluto) while the new order is being ‘seeded’ (Mars).

The Aries Monthly and Full Sun-Moon Cycles
This Jupiter-Pluto conjunction is occurring in the Aries monthly Cycle which starts off the new 

Astrological Year so whatever occurs as a result of this April 5 conjunction is the ‘key’ to what is going to unfold 
throughout this Astrological Year. Be Aware of this and prepare for this as best as possible (inwardly and 
outwardly). On April 8 is the Aries Full Sun-Moon Cycle (unfolding directly April 8/9/10/11) and this will 
reveal in an even more intense direct fashion the Aries ‘seeds’ of this Astrological Year (which unfolds until 
March 20, 2021). The two rulers of Aries are Mercury (soul) and Mars (personality/expression). Mercury is in 
Pisces at the time of the conjunction so this signals the ongoing collapse and destruction of the outgoing Age of 
Pisces (as re the virus>economic collapse, etc, etc) while Mars will be in Aquarius, signalling the ‘seed’ 
beginnings of the new Age of Aquarius, to be largely implemented by the younger generations (= Aries/Mars in 
Aquarius) and it would seem also by revolution, for once the general public (especially in the 
US/UK/France/Italy/Spain/Israel/Brazil/Etc) see that they have been deceived and conned by the corrupted 
powers that be there is going to be a huge uprising and revolution. This has already begun to happen in the US. 
Once people are no longer able to pay their rents, buy food, etc, etc they will revolt and the governments will be 
overthrown or forced to resign. All will soon be ‘up in the air’ and this is why the superhuman kingdom (Jupiter) 
will begin to intervene in global affairs. We are heading into Apoca-Lypse and maybe even Armageddon, what 
might be called the final battleground between these opposing light-shadow Forces as the old Age ‘goes into its 
death throas’ and the new Age of Aquarius begins to be ‘born’. This initial ‘birth’ occurred in February 1962 
(remember The Beatles and the 60’s revolution), and now it approaches its second and more direct ‘birthing’ for 
new (Planetary) Astrological Ages have to be inaugurated by spiritual initiates, but this time, because humanity is 
at last attaining global consciousness, it wil be the World Avatar (for the first time in history) who does this 
Inauguration. But first the final Battle, and the collapse of the old order. A true Global Shakespearean ‘Tempest’ 
Drama. Best to Flow with the Global Tempest Tide.          

                           

     

             

      

  



              
        

      

              


